Jasmina
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Far, far away from where we live today, there is a world hidden within the mountains of
Norbel in the land of Jasmina. The people of Jasmina had lived in their homeland for
centuries. They loved the land and the life they had built there. They adored the trees on
the slopes of the mountains, spending time simply sitting under its leaves in the summer
and feeling the coolness of the shade upon their skin. They revered the beauty of the
cascading lake whose water gently grazed the sand covered shore. The people would visit
and be lulled as they watched ripples in the water when the fish swam. They cherished the
winter snow blanketing the mountain and the twinkling white diamonds suspended in the
sky. The people of Jasmina lived in beauty and raised their children to value the tranquility
of each moment.

The people of Jasmina worked extremely hard. They cared for their children and those
whose age made it a challenge to care for themselves. They walked their dogs, cooked
dinner, and went to their jobs. But no matter their obligations and responsibilities,
they took time to notice the beauty of their land. Each parent taught their child not to
simply sit, stand, or walk, but to experience all that existed within them and all that
surrounded them. Each child learned to appreciate, for at least the briefest of moments,
the life they had and the beauty within it. Nothing was for granted.

The children of Jasmina would eat, sleep, study, and play. They helped their parents do the
dishes, shopped in the market, and played outside with their friends. They rode bikes,
skated, and played video games. The children spent much of their time in school. In the
house of learning, the children discover their history, the laws of math, and the revelations
of science. Like the parents, the teachers taught the children to be conscious of themselves
within their world. Children learned to reflect. They learned to think deeply about things,
to learn from their thinking, and to use the learning to be intentional in their actions – to
know what they were doing and why they were doing it.
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So, the children learned to sit calmly without motion, as still as a graceful leopard hidden
within the bush of the jungle. Against the backdrop of stillness, the sounds, sights, feelings,
tastes, and smells of the world burst forth. What was missed in distraction, become
obvious in focus. Sounds of birds’ wings fluttering escalated in the sky, the slight
movement of the water hovering in the lake echoed in the hills, the scent of the morning
dew encapsulated the valley between the mountains, and the sight of the tiniest of blue
flowers filled the landscape. The children knew much about the power of sitting still,
thinking deeply, being present, and learning. As they grew, their skills expanded as an
athlete’s muscles strengthen with practice.

It came unceremoniously in a moment of quiet contemplation. Ethan and Emalia sat still
on the outskirts of the land, observing the quiet meadow, and noticing the horses grazing
on the grass. Present and focused in the moment, not thinking of what was or what would
be, the two children saw it. Just a bit of blue hued light edging along the far end of meadow,
hovering like fairy lights suspending upon a magic carpet in motion.

At first Ethan and Emalia were confused, unclear about what they had seen, not fearful or
uncomfortable, but intrigued. The beauty of the light gently, slowly came closer to the
children, as if uncertain as well. The twinkles of the light sat in shared silence with the
children as they considered one another.

It was then that the children knew… it was the magic of the land, everywhere and in
everything. The children became excited, thinking of what they could do with the magic.
As they did, the blue hued light pulled away. The children, noticing the retreat,
remembered they needed to use their skills to bring themselves to calm for the magic to
return to them. Slowly they took a breath as they counted to 5; held the breath for a count
of 3; and let the breath out through their mouth for count of 7. As they did this five times,
they felt the muscles of their body loosen, their thinking slowing, their breathing became
relax and again they fell into gentle calmness.
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Slowly and with care, the magic approached them again and within that moment friendship
between the magic and the children formed. As the children became more skillful at
coming to calm on that day, the magic became more powerful. It wrapped its blue twinkle
hue about their shoulders. As the children continued to breathe and bring their body to
calm, other colors came into the lights, blanketing their backs, their legs, their chest, their
head. As the children continued to breathe and calm their bodies, the multicolored hued
light covered the meadow, the horses, and the trees. As the stories foretold, the magic
blanketed the children in safety and shielded them. By calming themselves, the children
learned they could beckon the magic to come, to play, and contribute to a beautiful world.
The magic and the children together were within the caress of the children’s calmness, and
by working to calm, they would call it to envelope them in the safety, touching them in
light. That was the first of the children’s meeting with magic. They did not know it yet, but
they were to learn many ways to bring the magic closer, to have adventures, and to use the
magic in their lives. There were more adventures to come….

